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ABSTRACT

The spin dynamics of a spin glass alloy Cu 7 8. 7Mn2 1 > 3 have been studied

by neutron inelastic scattering. Measurements have been made at 20 K,

150 K, and 290 K by the constant E mode of operation. Magnetic excitations

with rather large energy transfer have been observed around the (1 l/!> 0) and

the (1 l/?±6 0) magnetic diffuse peak positions above and below the spin

freezing temperature (Tf ~ 90 K). The results indicate the existence of

strong space and time correlations of the spins over the temperature range

of the measurements. The experimental data are well explained by a model

of dynamically fluctuating spin clusters with a broad distribution of relaxa-

tion times.

PACS numbers: 61.12.Fy, 75.40-s
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Recent neutron scattering measurements have thrown light upon two

important features of CuMn spin glasses. Murani and coworkers1"3 have

studied the dynamical behavior of spin glass systems and revealed the

characteristic ferromagnetic spin correlations with a broad distribution of

relaxation times and a dynamical freezing process. By means of the

polarization analysis technique, Cable and coworkers1*"6 have observed the

coexistence of two types of magnetic short-range order (MSRO); one is a

modulated spin structure and the other is a ferromagnetic cluster asso-

ciated with the atomic short-range order (ASRO). These are found at the

(1 l/?±6 0) and the (1 l£ 0) reciprocal lattice points, respectively. Both of

these observations seem to be essential for understanding the CuMn spin

glass system. However, the physical relations of these properties have not

yet been manifested.

we have, studied the inelastic scattering of neutrons around the mag-

netic diffuse peak positions by using a Cu78>7Mn2i,3 single crystal. Mea-

surements have been performed at the HB-3 triple axis spectrometer

installed at HFIR. The constant E mode of operation has been employed at

20 K, 150 K, and 290 K. The freezing temperature of CuMn alloy with this

Mn concentration is estimated to be Tf ~ 90 K. Most of the data were taken

from the (1 0 0) to the (1 1 0) reciprocal lattice points by scanning along

the [0 1 0] direction.

Experimental data at 20 K are shown in Fig. 1. The strong peak

observed at AE = 0 meV is due to the superposition of the broad ASRO peak

centered at (1 1/? 0) and the MSRO peaks. The magnetic contribution to the

diffuse scattering, which is derived by subtracting the data at 290 K from

those at 20 K, is shown by the open circles. The magnetic diffuse scattering
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at AE = 0 meV is composed of two parts, comparatively narrow satellite

diffuse peaks at (1 1/S±6 0) and a broad peak at (1 1/2 0); this is consistent

with the previous data.5 Weak, but still distinct, inelastic peaks are

observed around both of the magnetic diffuse peak positions even though the

temperature is far below the freezing temperature (T - 0.22 Tf). Figure 2

indicates the data obtained at 150 K (1.6 Tf). Elastic magnetic diffuse

scattering still exists with an intensity of about one third that at 20 K.

On the other hand, the inelastic scattering intensities are markedly

increased. Figure 3 shows the data at room temperature (3.2 Tf). The

elastic component of the diffuse peak is now considered to be mostly due to

the ASRO, while the inelastic scattering intensities have increased even

more. Longitudinal scans along the [1 0 0] direction passing through the

(1 l/£±<5 0) diffuse peak position have also been performed at 150 K and 290 K.

A single peak centered at (1 l/?±6 0) has been observed for each scan. All of

the data show that the magnetic excitation peaks always locate around the

position where the MSRO peaks are observed at low temperature, which indi-

cates that a strong spatial correlation exists over the temperature range of

the measurements.

We attempted to fit the line shapes of the inelastic scattering peaks

under the assumption of the superposition of three Lorentzian type scatter-

ing cross sections.

Ik k1 |F(Q1|, ?
 A i r i|F(Q1|, ?

dftdo; e0fiu _ 1 k I W l .^ (q . Q . ) 2
r

where d = (1 1/2-6 0 ) , Q2 = (1 1/2 0) and Q3 = (1 Ife +6 0 ) , KJ is the Ornstein-

Zernike type inverse correlat ion length and K1 = <3 is assumed. A-,- i s
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proportional to the volume fraction associated with each peak. For simpli-

city the inverse relaxation time T} is assumed to be the same for all three

Lorentzians. The solid lines in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show the calculated best

fitting curves including the experimental resolution and using the param-

eters indicated in Table I. There ar- two points to be noticed as charac-

teristic features of these spin glasses. (1) The inverse correlation

length K-J is almost independent of temperature for the inelastic peaks even

though the line widths of the elastic diffuse peaks change with temperature.6

This leads us to a model in which the spins always behave as clusters and the

size of the fluctuating clusters does not depend much on temperature.

(2) The frequency dependence of the inelastic peaks can be well described by

a constant value of r rather than by the spin diffusion model with r = yq2.

Calculations based on the spin diffusion model have also been performed, but

could not reproduce well the experimental line shape. This may suggest the

absence of a kinematical slowing down in the spin glass system as discussed

by Mezei7 and again support the model of the fluctuating spin clusters.

The previously reported properties6 of the magnetic diffuse scattering

observed around (1 l/?±6 0) also give several indications that these MSRO peaks

show a dynamical freezing process. (1) The temperature dependence of the

diffuse peak intensities is not like a Brillouin function, but almost linear.

(2) The line width of the diffuse peak does not depend on Mn concentration,

but becomes broader at higher temperature. (3) The magnitude of the magne-

tic moment estimated from the diffuse peak intensities is smaller than that

expected for a localized Mn moment in noble metals. Futhermore, in the pres-

ent measurements, the relative intensities of inelastic scattering observed

around the magnetic diffuse peak positions ar& far stronger than those
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expected for magnon scattering from usual magnetic substances. All of these

properties are well understood by the model of dynamically fluctuating spin

clusters with a broad distribution of relaxation times.

Murani et al.1"3 have regarded the time correlation of spins as the

essential ingredient of spin glass systems. Cable et al•t+~6 have pointed out

the significance of the MSRO. The present results indicate the importance of

the space and time correlations of the spins and provide us the following

picture of the CuMn spin glasses. At T well above Tf (T ~ 3 Tf), since

strong inelastic scattering is observed around the MSRO peak positions, a

rather large portion of the spins already couple locally and build various

sizes of spin clusters. The orientations of the spins of these clusters are

rotating as a whole. In the case of CuMn alloy, there are mainly two types

of clusters, one with the modulated spin structure and the other with the

ferromagneti" structure associated with the ASRO. As the temperature is

lowered towards Tf, the interactions among the clusters gradually evolves and

some portion of the clusters begins to freeze according to each local

environmental condition. In the course of this process, the distribution of

relaxation times becomes broader and broader as extensively discussed by

Mezei et al.3 and the elastic component of diffuse scattering increases.

Below Tf, the interacting clusters may be connected into a macroscopic size.

However, since each cluster freezes with random orientation, elastic scatter-

ing of neutrons still shows broad diffuse peaks even though certain clusters

may grow in size in the freezing process. Even at the lowest temperature,

inelastic scattering is observed around the MSRO position, indicating the

existence of fluctuating clusters around their own easy axes or the per-

sistence of nonpercolated clusters probably due to frustration. This picture
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of the CuMn spin glass is almost the same as the percolative type model dis-

cussed by Mydosh8 and other authors.7 The present experimental results con-

stitute direct evidence of the validity of this model for the description of

an actual spin glass system.
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Table I. Lorentzian fitting parameters for CU78.7M1121.3
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Experimental data at 20 K. Solid lines show the calculated line

profiles by using the fitting parameters given in Table I. Broken lines

indicate the background counts estimated from the line shape fitting calcu-

lation. Open circles show the magnetic contribution of elastic diffuse

scattering.

Fig. 2. Experimental data at 150 K and the best fitting curves.

Fig. 3. Experimental data at 290 K and the best fitting curves.
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